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Abstract 
Knuutila, T. and M. Steinby, The inference of tree languages from finite samples: an algebraic 
approach, Theoretical Computer Science 129 (1994) 337-367. 
The theory presented in this paper is intended as a mathematical basis for the understanding of 
methods of inferring tree languages from finite samples, Many such methods given in the literature 
involve, at least implicitly, the construction of some kind of a nondeterministic quotient recognizer. 
We define and study in a general form such quotients of algebras and tree recognizers. Some abstract 
families of inference algorithms are considered, and methods presented in the literature are discussed 
in relation to these. Since strings may be regarded as unary trees, the results of the paper apply also 
to string languages. 
1. Introduction 
The inference of a language from a sample is a central topic in syntactic pattern 
recognition. It is of great interest even more generally as a problem of artificial 
intelligence, and many inference methods for various types of languages have been 
proposed [2,8,13,19]. Here we shall consider the problem of inferring a regular tree 
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language from a finite positive sample. Trees are naturally suited for describing 
hierarchically organized structures. Since strings can be defined as unary trees, the 
general ideas presented here apply to the inference of regular string languages, too. In 
fact, it seems that the algebraic formalism of the theory of tree automata suggests 
some useful ideas also for the string case. 
Most methods for deducing a finite tree automaton from a finite sample of trees (cf. 
[4,9,12,16, IS], for example) are adaptations of the well-known k-tail method of 
Biermann and Feldman [3]. These are purely heuristic ad hoc methods and analyses 
of the results they produce or their computational requirements have not been 
presented. The comparison between different approaches is further complicated 
by the varying (and often even unclear) formalisms used in their presentation. 
Indeed, the lack of consistent mathematical frameworks seems to be quite generally 
one of the main obstacles to the creation of a sound theoretical basis for the use of tree 
languages in pattern recognition, a problem that certainly is partly responsible for the 
paucity of applications. For a general discussion of these matters the reader is referred 
to [24]. 
The minimal deterministic recognizer of a tree language is obtained by forming the 
quotient algebra of the term algebra with respect to the Nerode congruence [l l] of 
the tree language. The tree versions of the k-tail method can all be regarded as special 
implementations of the same general idea of approximating the Nerode congruence of 
the sample set by some equivalence relation among trees; the methods differ from each 
other in the way the equivalences are defined. We shall introduce a generalized 
quotient concept which allows us to form nondeterministic recognizers using equiva- 
lences of the term algebra which are not necessarily congruences. After some general 
observations concerning such quotient algebras and the corresponding tree lan- 
guages, we shall introduce a class of inference methods based on them. The methods 
presented in [4,9,16,18] can all be seen as, at least approximate, examples of this 
general scheme of algorithms. 
Another common idea used for inferring a language is to merge states of some 
recognizer of the sample set [ 191. We shall generalize this approach also and compare 
it with the method based on approximations of Nerode congruences. 
Although the exposition of the necessary universal algebra presented in Section 2 is 
necessarily rather terse, it should suffice for a reader with some earlier exposure to 
abstract algebra. The first two chapters of [6] contain a very readable introduction to 
these matters. In Section 3 the basic theory of tree recognizers and regular tree 
languages is presented to the extent it will be needed here. For proofs and more 
extensive treatment of this theory, the reader may refer to [l 11. 
2. Algebraic preliminaries 
In this section we review some basic universal algebra which is needed in the 
algebraic formulation of the theory of tree automata. 
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2.1. Some general notation and terminology. 
Let cp: A-B be a mapping. The image cp(a) of an element a of A is often denoted 
also by acp. We shall use this notation especially when cp is a morphism. Similarly, the 
preimage {ae Al acp =b} of an element b of B is denoted either by q-‘(b) or by bqp ‘. 
This notation is extended to subsets of A and B in the natural way: if CGA and D G B, 
then 
(~(C)=Cq={acplaEC} and cp-‘(D)=Dq-‘={aEAlacpED}. 
The set of all equivalence relations on a set A is denoted by Eq(A). A special 
equivalence is the diagonal relation 6, = {(a, a) 1 aE A}. 
Let BcEq(A). The fact that (a, b)E8 is also expressed by writing atlb or a z b (0). The 
&class {bE Al af3b) of an element a(EA) is denoted by a/Q. The quotient set of A with 
respect to 8 is A/f?= {u/e 1 UEA}. For any subset S of A, S/0 denotes {a/Bla~S}. The 
equivalence 0 saturates the subset S if S is the union of some e-classes. Hence, 
0 saturates S iff a/&s/e implies a/8GS. 
2.2. Terms and trees 
A ranked alphabet is a finite operator domain, i.e. it is a finite set of symbols each of 
which has been assigned a nonnegative integer arity. In what follows, C always 
denotes a ranked alphabet. For any m B 0, C, is the set of m-ary symbols in C. 
In the context of syntactic pattern recognition, each nullary symbol y (yeC,) 
represents some pattern primitive, while a symbol 0 of arity m 3 1 denotes a construc- 
tion by means of which a pattern is constructed from m given patterns. 
The set of C-terms T(C) is defined as the smallest set of strings (over the alphabet 
C augmented with the parentheses and the comma) T such that 
(1) C,sT, 
(2) a(t, ,..., t&T whenever m>O, ~EC,,, and t, ,..., t,ET. 
It is always assumed that CO#@ this guarantees that there are C-terms. 
Terms are regarded as formal representations of labelled, left-to-right oriented trees 
in a well-known manner. For example, if (TEZ~, ZEC, and YEC,, then the C-term 
a(r(o(y,y)),y) represents the tree shown in Fig. 1. Hence, we shall call C-terms also 
C-trees (or just trees). Subsets of T(C) are called C-tree languages or just tree 
languages. 
When the symbols in Z denote pattern primitives and constructions as indicated 
above, each C-tree represents a certain hierarchically organized pattern. For example, 
the tree o(z(o(y,y)),y) could represent a pattern obtained from the patterns repres- 
ented by the subtrees r(o(y, y)) and y by applying the operation denoted by (T. 
Owing to the inductive definition of the set T(C), facts about C-trees are often 
proved by induction and concepts relating to them can formally be defined recur- 
sively. For example, the height hg(t), the size sz(t) and the set of subtrees sub(t) of 
a C-tree t are defined as follows: 
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Fig. 1. A term is a tree. 
(1) if t=Y with ~EC,, then hg(t)=O, sz(t)=l, and sub(t)=(y); 
(2) if t=a(tl,..., t,) with m > 0, then 




2.3. Some universal algebra 
In a C-algebra ~4 = (A, C), A is a nonempty set of elements and each CJ in C is realized 
as an m-ary operation o& : A”+A of A, where m (30) is the arity of CJ. In particular, 
each nullary symbol y fixes a constant y d in A. The algebra & is$finite if A is a finite 
set. 
A C-algebra 98 = (B, C) is a subalgebra of ~2 =(A, C) if BE A and for every I, 
8 is the restriction of 8’ to B. As usual, we also call the corresponding closed subset 
B a subalgebra of d. The subalgebra generated by a subset H of A, i.e. the intersection 
of all subalgebras which contain H as a subset, is denoted by [H ]& or just [H]. Since 
C,, # 8, [& is also always nonempty. We call d connected if [@I& = A. 
A mapping cp: A+B is a morphism from the Z-algebra &‘=(A, C) to the C-algebra 
98 = (B, C), which we express by writing cp: &+g, if 
(1) ydq=yB for every y&C,, and 
(2) /(al ,..., a,)cp=o”(a,cp ,..., a,cp) whenever m>O, CTEZ, and a, ,..., a,EA. 
A surjective morphism is an epimorphism. If there exists an epimorphism cp:d+a’, 
then 98 is an epimorphic image of JZZ. Bijective morphisms are called isomorphisms, 
and two C-algebras d and 98 are isomorphic, which is expressed by writing d E 549, 
if there exists an isomorphism from d to 93. The kernel of any mapping cp: A-B 
is the equivalence relation ker cp on A defined so that for a, beA, a= b(ker cp) 
iff acp=bq. 
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A congruence of a C-algebra d is an equivalence relation z on A such that 
4 - -b l,..., a,zb, + G”(aI ,..., a,)z@‘(b, ,..., b,), 
whenever m>O, (T&Z,,, and a1 ,. . . , a,,,, bl,. .., b,EA. The set of congruences of d is 
denoted by Con(&). 
Let &=(A, C) be a C-algebra. If 0ECon(d), the quotient algebra d/O=(A/B, C) is 
defined so that 
(1) yd’s=y”l/Q for any yeC,, and 
(2) crd/~ (al/O,...,a,/O)=a”‘(a 1 ,..., a,,,)/0 whenever m>O, CTEC, and a, ,..., a,EA. 
The invariance property of the congruence 8 implies that the operations /” are 
well-defined. 
The basic connections between congruences, quotient algebras and morphisms can 
now be expressed as follows (for proofs and details, see [6] or [l 11). 
Lemma 2.1. Let &=(A, C) and B=((B, C) be two C-algebras. 
(1) Ifq: d+C!8 is any morphism, then ker cpKon(&). 
(2) If &Con(&), then tP : d-d/& a Ha/f3 is an epimorphismfrom d onto &‘/tI (the 
canonical epimorphism). 
(3) If rp: a?+.@ is an epimorphism, then d/ker cp ~97. An isomorphism 
$ : &‘/ker cp+B9 is given by a/ker cpbacp. 
Let SZZ = (A, C) be a C-algebra. The unary operations of A, which are obtained from 
some basic operation of d by fixing the values of all but one argument, are called 
elementary translations of JZ!. Hence, a mappingf: A+A is an elementary translation 
of ~2 if 
for somemal, CTEC,, ldidmanda, ,..., ai_r,ai+r ,..., a,EA. The set of all elemen- 
tary translations of d is denoted by ETr(d). The set Tr(&) of all translations of ~2 is 
the smallest set of unary operations of A which contains the identity mapping lA of 
A and the elementary translations of &’ and is closed under composition. Thus, 
a mapping p: A-A is a translation of & iff it can be represented in the form 
where k>O and gl,...,gkEETr(&‘). 
Translations and elementary translations relate to congruences as follows. 
Lemma 2.2. Let ~2 = (A, C) be a C-algebra. 
(1) Any congruence relation 8 of d is invariant also with respect to all translations of 
SZZ’: ifpETr(&‘)), a, beA and aeb, then p(a)Bp(b). 
(2) An equivalence relation on A which is invariant with respect to all elementary 
translations of d is a congruence of 92. 
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A C-term t has a unique value td in any given C-algebra & =(A, Z) which is defined 
recursively as follows: 
(1) for t=y with ~EC,, td=yd, and 
(2) for t=o(tl,..., tm), t.“=od(t” )...) tZ). 
The C-terms form a C-algebra S(C)= (T(Z), C), the C-term algebra, defined so that 
(1) y3”‘=y for any YEC,, and 
(2) cv)(tl,...,t )=a(t1 ,..., t,,,), for m>O, ~EC,,, and tl ,..., t,ET(Z). 
When Z-terms ar: regarded as trees, the o-operation of S(C) becomes a tree- 
operation which creates from m given trees a new tree by attaching these trees to a new 
o-labelled root. In fact, any C-tree can be constructed by applying these operations 
starting from the one-node trees. This is expressed in an algebraic form in the first 
statement of Proposition 2.3. 
Proposition 2.3. Let C be any ranked alphabet (C, # 8). 
(1) The C-term algebra is generated by the empty set [$!i]s,z,= T(C). 
(2) For any C-algebra d there exists a unique morphism ~p.~ :S(C)+&. Moreover, 
tq.d = P for any C-term t. 
2.4. Special C-trees 
In order to describe the translations of a C-term algebra, we use special terms which 
also have a natural interpretation as trees and play an important role in some 
inference methods, too. The name special tree was introduced in [25]. 
Let 5 be a symbol which does not appear in C, and let C< be the ranked alphabet 
which results when < is added to C as a nullary symbol. A special C-tree is a Z<-tree in 
which the symbol 5 appears exactly once. The set of special trees is denoted by Sp(C). 
As a tree, special C-tree differs from a C-tree only in that one of its leaves is labelled 
with the new symbol 4. 
The depth dp(p) of a special tree p is the distance of the (-labelled leaf from the root 
ofp: 
(1) dp(S)=O; 
(2) dp(p)=dp(pi)+l ifp=a(tl,...,ti-l,pi,ti+l,...,tm), where piESp(C). 
If p~sp(C) and tET(C), p(t) denotes the C-tree which is obtained by replacing 5 in 
p by t. Hence, each special Z-tree p defines a unary operation 
p* : T(C) + T(C), t-p(t) 
in the set of C-trees. Proposition 2.4 shows that the special C-trees and the translations 
of the C-term algebra are intimately connected with each other. 
Proposition 2.4. For any special C-tree p, the mapping p* is a translation of the C-term 
algebra. Conversely, for any translation q of F(C) there is a unique special C-tree pq 
such that q=pz. 
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Proof. The first claim is proved by induction on dp(p) as follows: 
(1) If p= r then p* is the identity translation of r(C). 
(2) Let P=a(tl,...,ti_1,Pi,ti+l,..., t,), and suppose pTETr(Y(Z)). Then p* also is 
a translation of Y(C) as the composition p*(x)=f(pi(x)) of the translation pT and the 
elementary translation 
f(.X)=O”‘Z’(tl )..., ti_l,X,ti+1)... ,t,). 
The second part of the proposition is established by induction on the length k of 
a minimum length representation 
of q as a composition of elementary translations gj of Y(Z). 
(1) For k = 0, q is the identity mapping 1 7C2j and we can choose pq = 5. 
(2) For the induction step we assume that q=f(r(x)), where f is an elementary 
translation of Y(C) and I is a translation of Y(C) which has the representation r = p:, 
where p,eSp(C). If 
f(X)=a~-‘“‘(tl,...,ti-,,X, ti+l,...rtm), 
then we may choose 
Pq=~(tl,..., ti-l,P*,ti+l,...,tm). 
Finally, we note that these representations pq are uniquely determined. Indeed, 
suppose p1 and p2 are two different special C-trees. If t is any C-tree such that 
hg(t)>max{hg(p,), hg(pz)}, then certainly pT(t)#pHt). 0 
3. Tree recognizers and regular tree languages 
This section contains a brief algebraic exposition of the parts of the theory of finite 
tree automata which will be needed here. We shall also show how this theory includes 
usual finite automata on strings as special cases. For more details the reader may 
consult [S, 111. 
Our basic tree recognizer is the deterministic frontier-to-root recognizer which reads 
trees from the leaves towards the root. The starting state at a given leaf depends on the 
label y (ECU) of the leaf, and the state in which the recognizer enters an inner node 
labelled with an m-ary symbol g (m > 0, OEC,) is determined by c and the states at the 
m immediate predecessor nodes. The given tree is accepted by the recognizer if the 
root of the tree is reached in a final state. This description of the operation of a tree 
recognizer suggests the following formal definition. 
Definition 3.1. A C-recognizer A =(&‘,A’) consists of a C-algebra &=((A,C) and a 
set offinal states A’ (s A). The elements of A are called states of A. The C-recognizer 
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A is finite if A is finite. The tree language recognized by A is the C-tree language 
T(A)={tET(C)It%A’}. 
A C-tree language T is called recognizable or regular if T= T(A) for some finite 
C-recognizer A. The set of all recognizable C-tree languages is denoted by Ret(C), and 
the family of all recognizable tree languages by Rec. 
The family of recognizable tree languages has many good closure and decidability 
properties, and usually these are rather direct generalizations from the theory of 
regular string languages. Also, most of the important characteristics of regular 
languages can be extended to tree languages. For a general theory of recognizable tree 
languages the reader is referred to [ll], for example, but here we shall consider 
Nerode congruences in some detail, since they will play a central role in what follows. 
Consider a Z-algebra & = (A, C) and a subset H of A. The supremum V% in the 
congruence lattice (Con@‘), G ) of any set V of congruences of d which saturate H is 
also a congruence of ~2 saturating H. Hence, there exists a greatest congruence pH of 
& which saturates H. This congruence can also be described as in Lemma 3.2 [7]. 
Lemma 3.2. Let ~4 = (A, Z) be a C-algebra and H c A. For any a, be A, 
ap,b ifs (VpETW’)) (p(a)EH 0 p(b)EH). 
We consider two cases in which the congruences pH are of special interest here. 
A congruence 8 of the C-algebra & is a congruence of the C-recognizer A = (d, A’) if 
it saturates the set A’ of final states. The set of congruences of A is denoted by Con(A). 
By definition, pA, is the greatest congruence of A, and obviously Con(A) is the 
principal ideal 
of (Con(&), S) generated by pA,. 
If &Con(A), we may define the quotient recognizer A/B=(d/O, A’/8) with 
A’/$ = (a/O 1 aE A’}. By induction on t, one easily shows that for any C-tree t, tcpd,s = 
tq.&/B. This implies that T(A/B)= T(A). In particular, if A is connected, 
A/p,, = (sZ/pA,, A’/pA,) is the minimal recognizer of T(A). 
If a C-tree language T is regarded as a subset of the term algebra Y(C), pT is the 
Nerode congruence %.T of T. Due to the correspondence between translations of Y(C) 
and special trees (Proposition 2.4), Lemma 3.2 can be reformulated for Nerode 
congruences as follows. 
Lemma 3.3. Let T be a C-tree language. For any C-trees s and t, 
seat iff (Vp~Sp(t;))(p(s)~Top(t)~T). 
The description of the Nerode congruence also justifies the name syntactic congru- 
ence [22] for x T, since a special tree may be viewed as a context, and then sx r t 
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means that s and t appear in exactly the same contexts in the tree language T. In fact, 
this point of view also serves as a rationale for many inference methods in which the 
extrapolation from the sample is obtained by limiting in some way the set of contexts 
to be considered. 
Any C-tree language T is recognized by the (infinite) free T-recognizer 
FT = (F(C), T). That T(F,) really is T follows immediately from the observation that 
for any C-tree t, tY-(‘) = t. 
The index of an equivalence relation 0 is the number of O-classes. If FT has 
a congruence 0 with finite index, then FT/tl is a finite C-recognizer of T and TERec(Z). 
The Nerode congruence %:T of Tis obviously the greatest congruence of FT. Hence, 
is the minimal recognizer of T. If the index of T(Z)/% T is finite, minimality means 
simply a minimal number of states; otherwise, a more general definition in terms of 
epimorphisms is needed. 
As a conclusion of this section, we recall how regular string languages can be 
interpreted as unary recognizable tree languages (cf. [S] or [23], for example). 
Let X be an ordinary alphabet. The set of all finite words over X is denoted by X* 
and the empty word by e. If we define the ranked alphabet C = C1 UC,, so that CO = {E} 
and C, =X, the recursive conversion 
t,=E, twx =x(t,) (WEX”,XEX) 
yields a natural bijection X*+ T(C), wt+t,. 
A jinite X-recognizer U= (A, X, 6, aO, A’) consists of a finite state set A, the input 
alphabet X, a transition function 6: A x X+A, an initial state a, (EA) and a set A’ 
(CA) of Jinal states. When b is extended in the natural way to a function 
6* : A x X* + A, the language recognized by U can be defined by 
A language L (E X *) is regular if it is recognized by a finite X-recognizer. 
From any finite X-recognizer U=(A, X, 6, a,,, A’), we obtain a finite C-recognizer 
A =(d, A’) such that 
if the Z-algebra ~4 = (A, C) is defined so that .?’ =a,, and x”(a)=@a,x) for all XEZ, 
( = X) and a~ A. The converse transformation of a finite C-recognizer A into a finite 
X-recognizer U such that (*) holds, is equally natural. 
It should also be noted that the congruences of the free monoid X* are the fully 
invariant congruences (cf. [6]) of the term algebra Y(C), while the congruences of 
r(C) are the right congruences of the monoid X *; an equivalence f3 on X * is a right 
congruence if u&j implies UWOVW for all U, v, wEX*. 
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4. Generalized quotient recognizers 
In this section we shall consider, from a general mathematical point of view, two 
ideas on which many inference methods are based. 
One idea is to weaken the condition for syntactic equivalence of trees with respect 
to the given sample set S (E T(C)). The result is an equivalence on T(C) which usually 
contains properly the Nerode congruence of S. This equivalence cannot be expected to 
be a congruence of the term algebra r(Z), but it is used for constructing a nondeter- 
ministic recognizer which accepts, in addition to the sample, at least any tree 
equivalent to a sample tree. A k-tail method is typically based on this idea. 
The other idea, related to the previous one, starts with some recognizer of the 
sample set. An equivalence of states is introduced which may merge also states which 
are not equivalent in the usual sense. Then a nondeterministic quotient recognizer of 
the original recognizer is defined using the partition corresponding to the equivalence 
as the state set. 
4.1. Nondeterministic algebras and tree recognizers 
In order to incorporate nondeterministic tree recognizers into our algebraic formal- 
ism, we need algebras with many-valued operations. Let A be a set and let m20. An 
m-ary nondeterministic (nd) operation on A is a mapping from A” to the power set pA 
of A. In particular, a nullary nd operationf: A”+pA fixes a subset f(8) of A. 
For any ranked alphabet 1, a nondeterministic (nd) C-algebra & = (A, C) is a system 
which consists of a nonempty set A of elements and a rule which assigns to each m-ary 
symbol (T in C an m-ary nd operation 0 d:A”-+pA of A (m>O). If YEC,, we write 
y& instead of Y,~(@). The nd algebra & is finite if the set A is finite. 
Any ordinary C-algebra JYZ =(A, C) may also be regarded as an nd C-algebra 
dnd = (A, C) defined so that 
(1) ySlnd={yd} for any FEZ,, and 
(2) cr,d”d(al, . . . . a,,,)={a”l(a, ,..., a,)> if m>O, CSEC,, and al ,..., a&A. 
An nd Z-algebra & = (A, C) is interpreted as a nondeterministic frontier-to-root tree 
automaton in a natural way. The set of the possible outcomes of all possible 
combinations of the nondeterministic choices of starting states and state transitions is 
the value t”l (E A) of the C-term in d, and this is defined formally by recursion as 
follows: 
(1) for t=y with YEC,, P’=y.‘, and 
(2) for t=u(tl,..., t,), t.d=lJ(a.o’(a, ,..., a,)lalEt? ,..., a,Etf). 
Definition 4.1. An nd C-recognizer A = (&, A’) consists of an nd C-algebra & = (A, Z), 
the elements of which are called the states of A, and a set ofjinal states A’ (G A). We 
call A finite if A is a finite set. The tree language recognized by A is the C-tree language 
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Any C-recognizer A =(&‘, A’) may be regarded as an nd C-recognizer 
And = (dnd, A’) which in each situation has exactly one choice. Hence, every recogniz- 
able Z-tree language is also recognized by an nd Z-tree recognizer. That an nd 
C-recognizer may always be replaced by a determinsitic one can be shown by means of 
the well-known subset construction which transforms an nd Z-recognizer A = (~2, A’) 
into the subset C-recognizer pA =(pA, A”) which is defined as follows. 
Let pd=(pA, C) be the subset C-algebra in which the operations are defined so 
that 
(1) yp,d=y,d for any ~EC,, and 
(2) op”‘(A, ,..., A,,,)= U(C?‘(U~ ,..., ~,)[LI~EA, ,..., u,,,EA~) whenever m>O, GE&,, 
and A,,...,A,cA. 
By induction on t, it is easy to see that for any Z-tree t, tpd = t,d. From this we may 
infer that r(p A)= T(A) for the C-recognizer pA=(pA, A”) defined so that 
A”= (HepAl HnA’#@}, i.e. pA and A are equivalent. If A is finite, then so is pA. 
4.2. Morphisms of nd algebras 
For discussing the relationships between generalized quotient algebras, we need 
morphisms of nd algebras. In the following definition the mapping cp is extended in the 
natural way to subsets of A : Hq = {acp 1 UEH}, for HE A. Similarly, the operations of 
the algebras are extended to operations with subsets. 
Definition 4.2. Let & and 93 be two nd Z-algebras. A mapping cp :A+ B is a morphism 
of nd C-algebras from d to 93, which we express by writing cp : d-93, if 
(1) ydq~yJ, and 
(2) a,“(q )...) a,)cpCa”(a, cp,.. .,a,~) whenever m>O, CTEC, and a, ,..., u,EA. 
A morphism cp: JX!+~ is called an epimorphism if it is surjective and all 
inclusions in (1) and (2) are equalities. An isomorphism of nd algebras is a bijective 
epimorphism, and ~4 and g are said to be isomorphic (~Zgg), if there is an 
isomorphism cp : d+B. 
Obviously, these concepts coincide with the usual ones when d and a are ordinary 
C-algebras. The following lemma has a straightforward proof by tree induction. 
Lemma 4.3. Ifq : d+B is a morphism of nd C-algebras, then t”‘cpc t” for all C-trees t. 
If cp is an epimorphism, then t”‘q= t”. 
Definition 4.4. Let A =(&, A’) and B=(&?, B’) be nd C-recognizers. A morphism 
cp from the nd C-algebra ~2 to the nd C-algebra 63 is a morphism from A to B (cp :A-+B 
in symbols), if B’cp- ’ = A’. A morphism of nd ,Z-recognizers is an epimorphism or an 
isomorphism if it is, respectively, an epimorphism or an isomorphism of the corres- 
ponding nd C-algebras. The nd C-recognizers A and Bare isomorphic (A E B) if there is 
an isomorphism cp : A -+ B. 
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The condition B’cp- 1 =A’ means that all final states of A, and only these, are 
mapped to final states by cp. In the case of an epimorphism, we also have A’cp = B’. 
Proposition 4.5. Let A =(JzZ, A’) and B=(93, B’) be nd Z-recognizers. If there is a 
morphism cp : A +B, then T(A) G T(B). If cp is an epimorphism, then T(A) = T(B). 
Proof. Suppose te T(A). By Lemma 4.3, t”‘cp G t @. Since td contains a final state of A, 
this implies that t” contains at least one final state of B. Hence, tET(B). Assume now 
that cp is an epimorphism. Suppose te T(B), and let bet”nB’. By Lemma 4.3, there is 
a state aEt& such that acp=b. But now bEB’ implies aeA’, and hence tET(A). 0 
4.3. Generalized quotient recognizers 
We shall now consider nondeterministic quotient algebras obtained from equiva- 
lence relations which are not necessarily congruences. 
Definition 4.6. Let &=(A, C) be a C-algebra. For any 8 in Eq(A), the B-quotient 
algebra of d is the nd C-algebra d : ~9 = (A/g, Z) defined so that 
(1) y”‘:‘= {y”/(J) for each YEC~, and 
(2) ls ~‘*(aI/g,... ,am/B)={o”(b,,...,b,)/8(b,8al,...,b,8a,~forallm>O,o~C,and 
a,,...,a,EA. 
We call such nd algebras d:0, jointly as generalized quotient algebras. 
Since dnd = B : SA, every C-algebra can be regarded as its own generalized quotient. 
A generalized quotient algebra &:0 is not always an epimorphic image of dnd, but 
the following facts can be noted. 
Lemma 4.7. If &=(A, Xc) is a C-algebra and &Eq(A), then the natural mapping 
@:A-+A/g, aHa/& is a morphism of nd C-algebras from gnd to d:& It is an 
epimorphism ifst? is a congruence of d. 
Proof. For any ye&,, 
y=@eb =(r”/e} =yd:g. 
Similarly, 
bd’d(aI,... , a,)@ = {o‘O1(al ,..., a,)/?} Ef_FB(aI/g ,..., a,/@ 
for all m>O, OEC, and a, ,. . ., a,EA. The inclusion symbol may be replaced by an 
equality exactly in the case implication. 
bIgal ,..., b,Ba, =S ad(aI ,..., a,)B@‘(bI ,..., b,) 
always holds. But this is equivalent o saying that &Con(d). •i 
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The following more general result will also be of interest. 
Proposition 4.8. Let &=(A, C) be a C-algebra and suppose p, BEEq(A). If BCP, then 
there exists a morphism cp: d:8-+d:p of nd algebras. 
Proof. Let us define cp:d/@+,&!/p by the condition (a/Q)cp =a/p (aEA). The assump- 
tion Ocp guarantees that cp is well-defined. Let us verify that it is a morphism. 
(1) For YE&, 
y&:0$7 = {r”/O}(p = (y”/p> = yJ+J. 
(2) For m>O, 0~1, and a, ,..., a,EA, 
c”‘@(a1/8 ,..., a,/Q)(p={o.“(b, ,..., b,)/8(a10b1 ,..., a,Bb,)q 
=(ud(bl,..., b,)lplaleb,,...,a,eb,} 
C{~d(bl,...,b,)/pIa,pb,,...,a,pb,) 
=(T YaJp ,...,amlp) 
=0 ~‘P((allB)cp,...,(a,/e)cp). 
Note that cp is not necessarily an epimorphism although it is surjective. 0 
For any mapping cp: A-B and any &Eq(B), we denote by tP the relation 
(pOQO(p-‘= {(a,a’)la,a’EA, (acp,a’cpW}. 
The following two lemmata have straightforward proofs. 
Lemma 4.9. Let (p:A+B be a mapping and p,o~Eq(B). Then 
(1) @E%(A), 
(2) 63=kercp, 
(3) 8 E p implies P” E p’, and 
(4) (Bnp)‘P =Pnpq. 
Lemma 4.10. If cp is a morphism from a C-algebra & to a C-algebra ?.8 and &Con@), 
then B’+‘ECon(&). 
The following proposition shows the connection between the generalized quotients 
of epimorphic algebras. 
Proposition 4.11. Let cp : d-+93 be an epimorphism from a C-algebra S/ = (A, C) onto 
a C-algebra 9? = (B, C). For any BEEq(B), s4 : 0’ ~~29 : 8. 
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Proof. Define $ : A/B”-+B/O so that for every UEA, (a/@)$ = aq/8. We verify that 
$ gives the required isomorphism. 
(1) $ is well-defined and injective: for any al, a,eA, 
(al/e+y$=(a,/ey* iff a,cp/B=a,(p/8 iff a,/@=a2/&. 
(2) $ is surjective: this follows directly from the surjectivity of cp. 
(3) $ is a morphism: 
(a) if YE&, 
yd:o’$ = {yd/eq + = {f~o/e} = {-f/e> = ya:o, 
(b) if m>O, BEC, and a, ,..., u,EA, 
f_7d:0”(a,/e~,. . . ,am~e~)~=~O~~(C1,...,C~)~e~~c,e~~,,...,c,e~a,~~ 
={cP(q,..., C,)(P/eIC1e’Pa,,...,c,e’Pa,) 
={cYqcl(p,..., C,(P)/elC1e’Pal,...,c,e’Pa,} 
= fa-qbl ,..., b,)/el blealcp ,..., b,ea,cp) 
=a”:O(a,cp/e),...,a,cp/e). 
=~“:O((al/e~)II/,...,(a,/eB)~). 0 
Let us now apply the generalized quotient construction to tree recognizers. 
Definition 4.12. Let A =(&‘, A’) be a C-recognizer. For any equivalence relation 
B on A, the e-quotient recognizer A:e is the nd C-recognizer (d:8, At/e), 
where Al/e= {u/e\ LEA’}. Such recognizers A:8 are jointly called generalized quotient 
recognizers. 
For any C-recognizer A = (d, A’), the diagonal relation dA yields the nd version of 
A as the generalized quotient A:~,=(sz’:~~, A’)= And. 
Proposition 4.13. Let A =(&, A’) be a Z-recognizer. If B,peEq(A) and O&p, then 
T(A:Q)s T(A:p). In particular, T(A)c T(A:O)for any &Eq(A). 
Proof. The first claim follows directly from Propositions 4.5 and 4.8. The second 
statement follows from the observation that T(A:aA)= T(A). 0 
Finally, let us consider the string case. If U = (A, X, 6, ao, A’) is an X-recognizer and 
&Eq(A), the e-quotient U:O is the nondeterminsitic X-recognizer (A/B, X, do, 
aoJe, Al/e), where Jo is defined so that 
&(a/e,x)={6(b,x)/eI boa} (a~A,x&). 
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This notion agrees with Definition 4.12 if U is viewed as a unary tree recognizer. 
In Section 5.3 we shall use the string counterparts of Propositions 4.11 and 
4.13. 
5. Inference algorithms for tree recognizers 
In this section we consider formal schemes for inference algorithms which use 
generalized quotient constructions. Such algorithms when presented in a mathemat- 
ically formalized form can be seen to differ from each other mainly in the criteria or 
methods used for forming the equivalence relation. Moreover, they can be divided 
into two main categories depending on whether the equivalence is defined on the set of 
trees or on the state set of an initial finite recognizer, typically the canonical recognizer 
of the sample. In the former case, the quotient recognizer is obtained from the free 
recognizer, and in the second case the finite initial recognizer is used. We present the 
general schemes for both types of algorithms and make some comparisons between 
them. 
5.1. Two general approaches to the inference problem 
An inference algorithm which uses free recognizers involves a criterion for the 
equivalence of trees. Typically, this takes the form of a mapping 
I-: p T(C) x T(Z)+ V, 
where I’ is some value set which depends on the algorithm and the ranked 
alphabet C. Given a sample S of C-trees, an equivalence 8 on T(C) is defined by the 
condition 
sOt iff T(S, s) = T(S, t) (s, tcT(C)). 
Next, the generalized quotient F,:O is constructed and presented as the output of the 
algorithm. 
As a rule, r is defined so that for any S , zs G 8. This guarantees that the index of 8 is 
finite and, by Proposition 4.13, 
S= T(Fs/zs)& T(Fs:d). 
Proposition 4.13 also confirms the intuitively obvious fact that a weakening of the 
condition r is likely to yield an enlarged inferred tree language; it leads to a greater 
equivalence relation. 
Let us now consider the general pattern of algorithms based on an initial finite 
recognizer. Such methods start with the construction of a finite connected recognizer 
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A of the sample set S. Then an equivalence 0 of the state set of A is defined following 
some criterion or by a stepwise construction. Finally, the generalized quotient A:8 is 
formed and returned as the output of the algorithm. Prime examples of inference 
methods which use an initial recognizer are Angluin’s [l] algorithms for inferring 
reversible languages. 
Again, Proposition 4.13 tells us that the inferred set T(A:O) contains at least the 
sample S, and that if some other criterion gives an equivalence p such that 8 G p, then 
T(A:B)c T(A:p). Usually, the criterion for O-equivalence is such that all states 
equivalent in A are also B-equivalent, i.e. pAs ~0. If f3=pA,, then the procedure yields 
simply the minimal recognizer of the sample S. 
Let us now compare the approaches with each other. The natural question is 
whether all tree languages which may result from a given sample S using one 
approach could always be obtained from S by using the other approach. 
Suppose first that we used the second approach and started with a connected 
recognizer A =(d, A’) of S and obtained an equivalence &Eq(A). Let cp denote the 
epimorphism q& from Y(C) onto J&‘. By Proposition 4.11 we get an equivalence 8+’ on 
T(C) such that d:OrY(C):&+’ with 
as an isomorphism. Moreover, A’cp- ’ = S implies that S/@+’ = (A’/@ $ - ‘. Hence, $ is 
also an isomorphism between the nd C-recognizers F,:tP and A:& This shows that 
any result which can be obtained using the second approach can, at least in principle, 
be obtained using the first approach, too. 
It is rather obvious that the converse cannot be completely true if the construction 
of the initial recognizer is fixed in advance. In fact, from a given finite A one can get 
a finite number of generalized quotients and, hence, just a finite number of inferred 
tree languages. So let us state the question differently. 
Suppose we have constructed a finite nd C-recognizer F,: 0 = (r(C):& S/e) using the 
first approach. If there is a congruence p of Fs of finite index such that p E 8, then we 
could get F,:e also starting from the finite C-recognizer F,/p =(Y (C)/p, S/p). For this 
we define the equivalence r on T(C)/p by the condition. 
s/p = t/p(z) iff s 3 t(e) (8, TV T(C)). 
It is easy to see that 8=t” when cp is the canonical epimorphism t~t/p from 9(C) 
onto S(C)/p. Proposition 4.11 gives now (~(C)/~):~EY(Z):O. Hence, A:zr F,:e for 
A = (Y(C)/p, A’), where A’ = S/p. 
5.2. Inference methods based on derivatives of the sample 
We now present a family of algorithms based on the quotient recognizers of the free 
recognizer of the sample. 
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Definition 5.1. Let tE T(C) and Tc_ T(C). The frontier derivative language, derivative 
for short, of T with respect to t is 
t-‘T={pdp(C)Ip(t)ET}. 
The condition of Lemma 3.2 for defining the Nerode congruence of a C-tree 
language T can now be stated so that, for any C-trees s and t, 
szTt iff CIT=t-‘T. 
This fact suggests a general way to approximate the Nerode congruence z~. Instead 
of computing the full (frontier) derivative sets s - ‘T, one limits in some way the set of 
special C-trees p to be taken into account. In an inference situation, where only 
a sample of the tree language is given, such approximations serve as heuristic rules for 
extrapolating beyond the sample: by assuming the syntactic equivalence of trees on 
such restricted grounds, trees sufficiently similar to the sample trees will also be 
counted into the inferred set. This idea was first applied to the inference of regular 
(string) languages by Biermann and Feldman [3]. Since all “k-tail methods” for 
inferring string or tree languages are extensions or modifications of their method, or 
are at least claimed to be so, we shall briefly review it in the form it is used for inferring 
regular languages. 
Let S c X* be a finite sample of a language over some alphabet X. Fix some natural 
number k. The k-tail of a word w in S is the set 
w-lS(k={uEX*(wud, lg(u)bk), 
where lg(u) denotes the length of the word U. Hence, wP ‘SI k is the usual (left) 
derivative of S with respect to w restricted to words of length at most k. The recognizer 
is then constructed using an equivalence 6’ on X* defined so that VOW iff 
v-‘Slk=w-‘Slk. 
If words are defined as unary trees, as we did in Section 3, the suffixes u in w- ‘S/ k 
become special trees s, such that s,(t,)ES. Since unary trees are very special among 
trees, the condition lg(s,)< k can be interpreted in several natural ways. For example, 
it could be generalized as a restriction on the height, on the size or on the depth of the 
special trees. Hence, it is clear that for tree languages there could be several different 
versions of the k-tail method. Let us introduce some concepts for discussing these 
matters in general terms. 
Definition 5.2. A mapping p: Sp(C)+N is a reasonable complexity measure (RCM) of 
special C-trees if 
(1) ,~(p)<~(q) whenever p,q,r~Sp(Z) and q=p(r) (monotonicity), and 
(2) for every k30, the set (p~Sp(C)I~(p)<k} is an effectively regular Zr-tree 
language. 
If P and v are two reasonable complexity measures on Sp(C), then p < v iff p(p) < 
v(p) for every p&p(C). 
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Condition (2) in the definition means that we can construct, for example, a Zg- 
recognizer for any set (p~sp(C) 1 p(p) < k}, and hence the use of these sets in inference 
algorithms will be effective. Obviously, the functions hg (height),sz (size) and dp 
(depth), are such reasonable complexity measures, and dp d hg < sz. 
Definitions5.3. Let p:Sp(C)+N be an RCM on Sp(Z) and let ~GN. The (p,k)- 
bounded frontier derivative of a C-tree language T with respect to a C-tree t is the set 
Two C-trees s and t are (p, k)-equivalent with respect to T, s = t (6(p, k; T)) in symbols, 
if s-‘TI(p,k)=t-‘TI(p,k). 
It is clear that each 0(~, k; T) is an equivalence on T(Z). The following lemma states 
a few more obvious facts. 
Lemma 5.4. For any Z-tree language T, any RCMs p and v on Sp(C), and any natural 
numbers h and k, the following claims hold: 
(1) +c_8(p,k; T); 
(2) ifhbk, then B(p,h; T)?@p,k; T); 
(3) ifp<v, then B(p,k; T)cB(v,k; T). 
Now we have a general scheme for defining a whole family of k-tail methods for 
inferring tree languages. Every choice of an RCM p on Sp(C) and any k 20 yields an 
inference algorithm TAIL(p, k) which can be described as follows. 
Algorithm TAIL( p, k) 
(1) Read the (finite) set S of C-trees, the sample. 
(2) For each t in sub(S), compute t-‘SI(p, k). 
(3) By comparing the sets t-lSl(p, k) with each other, compute 8(p,k; S). 
(4) Construct and return as output the generalized quotient Fs : 0( p, k; S). 
The tree language T(Fs: Q(p, k; S)) inferred by TAIL(p, k) from S is denoted by 
TAIL(c(, k; S). 
A few comments on the algorithm are in order. In step (2) the number of trees t to be 
considered is finite, and also each (/*, k)-bounded derivative to be computed is a finite 
set which can be found by a finite number of comparisons. Here pattern matching 
algorithms for trees [lS] may be helpful in order to make the step truly effective. 
When computing I!Q, k; S), one should note that t -‘SI(p,k)=@whenever t$sub(S). 
Hence, these derivatives are not explicitly formed, and all of the complement set 
T(C)-sub(S) is contained in one f?(p, k; S)-class. However, it is to be noted that 
t-‘S((p, k) may be empty also when tEsub(S). 
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From Lemma 5.4 and results of Section 4 we can infer the following proposition 
which sums up our general knowledge about the TAIL-algorithms. Parts of it have 
already been noted for related special cases (cf. [9, 161) which we shall discuss later (in 
Section 5.6). 
Proposition 5.5. Let p: Sp(C)+ N and v : Sp(C)+ N be RCMs for special C-trees, and 
let S be a jinite sample of C-trees. Then 
(1) TAIL(p,O; S)?TAIL(p, 1; S)?...?S, 
(2) TAIL(p,k; S)sTAIL(v, k; S),for all k30, ifp<v, and 
(3) TAIL(p,k;S)=S, ifmax(p(p)I(3tEsub(S))pEt-‘S)<k. 
It follows from the proposition that 
TAIL(dp, k; S) c TAIL(hg, k; S) sTAIL(sz, k; S) 
for all S&T(C) and k>O. 
Let us illustrate the behaviour of TAIL(p, k) by considering the case p= hg, k= 1 
and S= {tl,tz, t3}, where tl =dy,Y), t2=dy,4y,y)) and t3 =dy, dy,dy,y))). The 
(hg, 1)-bounded derivatives are now 
y-rSl(hg, 1)=(~(5,y)> g(y,5)}, 
tl’Sl(hg, l)=t;‘Sl(hg, 1)={5,4~,0}, 
t;‘Wg, l)=(t), and 
t-lSl(hg, 1)=8 in all other cases. 
The 8(hg, 1; S)-classes are [y] = {y}, [tl] = {tl, t,}], [t3] = {t3} and [0] = T(C)\sub(S). 
The last step of the algorithm is to construct the generalized quotient F,: 0( hg, 1; S). 
The result is the nondeterministic recognizer A = (G!, A’), where 
A = ICY19 CtJ Ctsl, PI >> 
A’ = { ct11, CL31 >, 
Yd={[cyII~ 
O~“(CYl, CYl)={Ctll)? 
@‘(Cyl, Chl) = { CtJ, IIt31 1, and 
4SJ)={COl} f or all the other argument values. 
It is easy to see that T(A) consists of all trees of the form o(y, 5)“(o(y, y)) (n30; the 
power notation is defined in Section 5.5). 
5.3. State-merging methods: the string case 
As an introduction to inference methods which start with some recognizer of the 
sample we begin with the string case. This appears all the more justified as some 
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important general issues in this area seem not to have been considered even in this 
special case. 
Let ‘$I = (A, X, 6, a,,, A’) be an X-recognizer of a finite sample S (c X*). It appears to 
be reasonable to assume that ‘8 is connected (i.e. every state can be reached from the 
initial state). Two states a and b of 2I are equivalent if 
(k’w~X*) @(a, w)EA’ o 6(b, w)EA’). (*) 
Merging all pairs of equivalent states does not change the language, but simply gives 
the minimal recognizer ‘LI/p,, of S. A general way to extend the sample is to somehow 
weaken condition (*), thus accepting lesser evidence for the equivalence of two states. 
This usually results in an equivalence @(EEq(A)) which properly contains pa,. Hence, 
the generalized quotient 2I: 6’ is likely to yield a language which properly includes S. 
Of course, there should be at least some heuristic grounds for forming 8. Let us 
consider a very general class of such algorithms. 
Assume that a language T( LX*), the test set is given. Then condition (*) could be 
replaced by 
(VWET) (6(a, w)EA’ o 6(b, w)EA’). (*T) 
This T may depend on some adjustable parameters, and perhaps on the sample, too. 
A class of algorithms analogous to the TAIL-family is obtained if we let T depend on 
a complexity measure p:X*+N and a bound k (EN) so that T={wEX* 1 ,u(w)<k}. 
Reformulated for strings, Definition 5.2 takes the following form. 
Definition 5.6. A complexity measure ,u: X*+ N is reasonable if 
(1) ,u(u)<~(uD) for all u,ueX*, and 
(2) the languages {wEX* 1 p(w) < k} are effectively regular (k30). 
For two reasonable complexity measures p and v, we write ,u < v iff ,u(w) d v(w) for 
all words w in X*. 
Condition (2) in the above definition means that there is an algorithm for construc- 
ting an X-recognizer for any (weX* 1 p(w)< k} (k>O). Obviously, the length of 
a string lg is an RCM. 
Finally, we have to fix a construction %? which yields the initial connected X- 
recognizer ‘9I, which could be, for example, the minimal recognizer of S or the 
so-called canonical recognizer which we shall consider later. 
Given an RCM p: X*+N, a value k in N, and an algorithm %’ which forms for 
every finite language S (G X*) a connected recognizer, we may formulate the follow- 
ing algorithm. 
Algorithm s-MERGE(%‘, p, k) 
(1) Read the (finite) set S ( GX*) of words, the sample. 
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(2) Following the algorithm 97, construct a (connected) recognizer 2I =(A, X, 6, aO, A’) 
of s. 
(3) Form the set T= {wEX* 1 p(w)<k}. 
(4) Define an equivalence p on A by the condition 
apb iff (VWET) (6(a, w)EA’ o 6(b, w)EA’) (a, SEA). (*T) 
(5) Construct and return as output the generalized quotient (u:p. 
The fact that ,LJ is an RCM guarantees that steps (3) and (4) are effective. The 
language L(2l:p) is denoted by s-MERGE(%?,p, k; S). 
Lemma 5.7. Let p : X*+ N and v : X*+N be two RCMs, %? an algorithm which 
constructs connected recognizers for jinite languages, and let S ( G X *) be a given jinite 
sample. Then 
(1) s-MERGE(%,p,Q S)ZS-MERGE(%?,p, 1; S)Z ... zS, 
(2) $ p d v, then s-MERGE(%?, p, k; S) E s-MERGE(W, v, k; S) for all k 3 0, and 
(3) s-MERGE(%Y, p, k; S) = S ijS G Tfor the T constructed in step (3) of the algorithm 
s-MERGE@, p, k). 
Proof. Claims (1) and (2) are rather obvious. In order to prove (3) we assume that 
S c T. Consider two states a and b of 2I. If a and b are equivalent, then certainly upb. If 
a and b are not equivalent, there must be a word w which distinguishes them; assume 
that 6(u, w)EA’, but 6(b, w)$A’, for example. Since ‘?I is connected, a = 6(uo, u) for some 
UEX*. Then UWIZSG T. Since p is reasonable, this implies WET, and hence a$ b(p). 
Hence p = pa,, and 2I: p is the minimal recognizer of S. 0 
Next we consider the role of the initial recognizer. For this we need morphisms of 
X-recognizers. It is easy to see that the following definition is consistent with our 
definition of morphisms for tree recognizers. 
Let 2I = (A, X, 6, uO, A’) and B = (B, X, ‘1, bO, B’) be two X-recognizers. A mapping 
cp :A-B is a morphism from 2I to !B, and we write cp : (u+23 if 
(1) &z,x)cp=y(ucp,x), for all agA and XEX, 
(2) uO(p=bO, and 
(3) B’cp_‘=A’. 
If the morphism is surjective, it is called an epimorphism. In that case also A’cp =B’ 
holds. 
It is easy to see that if cp : ‘ill-+23 is a morphism, then for any state a of %!I and any 
input word w (EX*), 6(u, w)cp =)l(ucp, w), and hence L(2I)= L(8). 
In the following lemma we refer to isomorphism between nondeterministic X- 
recognizers. These are defined by adapting in the natural way Definitions 4.2 and 4.4 
to nd X-recognizers. 
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Lemma 5.8. Let % = (A, X, 6, ao, A’) and 23 = (B, X, 4, bo, B’) be X-recognizers, 
cp: (u+23 an epimorphism of X-recognizers, and T a language over X. Dejine the 
equivalence relations 0 and p on A and B, respectively, by the conditions 
and 
a,8a2 ifl (VWET) (&z,, w)EA’ o 6(a2, w)EA’) (aI,az~A) 
b&z ifs (Vwe T) Mb,, WW’ - rl(bz, WkB’) (h, &W. 
Then B=pVp, ‘9I:8~23:p and L(Iu:8)=L(%:p). 
Proof. In view of the results of Section 4, it suffices to prove t?=pq. Since cp is an 
epimorphism, UEA’ iff acp~B’ for any state UEA. Hence, for any u,,u~EA, 
al&z2 iff (VWET) (~?(a,, w)EA’ o 6(az, w)EA’) 
iff (Vwe T) (6(a,, w)cp~B’ o 6(a2, w)cp~B’) 
iff (VWET) (~(a~cp, w)EB’ o g(a2cp, w)EB’) 
iff aIq=a240 (P) 
iff ~~p~a~. 0 
It is a well-known fact that the minimal recognizer of any regular language S is an 
epimorphic image of any other connected recognizer of S. Hence, Lemma 5.8 tells us 
that the language inferred by the s-MERGE-algorithm does not depend on the 
construction @? of the initial recognizer. This conclusion can be expressed as follows. 
Proposition 5.9. Let ~1 : X *+ N be an RCM, k 2 0, and let %? and 9 be any algorithms 
which construct connected recognizers for finite languages. Then for any finite sample 
S (E X*), s-MERGE@?, ~1, k; S)= s-MERGE@, p, k; S). 
5.4. State-merging methods: the tree case 
Let us now apply the ideas of Section 5.3 to tree languages by taking Lemma 3.2 as 
the starting point. Here one can weaken the condition for two states to be equivalent 
by replacing the set Tr(&‘) by some subset F. This leads to a general class of 
algorithms with the following steps: 
(1) Read a finite C-tree language S, the sample. 
(2) Construct a Z-recognizer A =(d, A’) for S, and determine for A the set F 
(sTr(&)). 
(3) Define an equivalence relation pF on A by the condition 
apFb iff (VPEF) (pea’ o p(b)EA’) (a,bEA). 
(4) Construct and return as output the generalized quotient A :pF. 
(*F) 
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Obviously, S s T(A :pF). It is also clear that F c G s Tr(d) implies T(A :pc) & 
T(A : pF), but in this very general setting not much more can be said. More restricted 
families of algorithms are obtained by specifying how the set F is to be formed. Let us 
consider some ways to do this. One could introduce a complexity measure p on 
translations. Any complexity bound k then yields a set F = { pETr(d) I p(p) < k}. For 
a given construction of initial recognizers, this would clearly lead to hierarchies of 
inferred tree languages similar to those given in Lemma 5.4 or Lemma 5.7. A possible 
complexity measure would be the number of elementary translations needed to 
express a translation. However, we shall consider another possibility. 
Let JX! = (A, C) be a C-algebra. Every special C-tree p induces in a natural way 
a unary operation p& : A+A as follows: 
(1) 4,“= l,, and 
(2) if ~=a([, ,...) ti-i,r,ti+i )..., t,), where m>O, l,<i<m, ~EC,, rESp(C) and 
tl,...) ti_i,ti+i )..., ~,ET(C), then 
~Y(u)=cr,“(t;“, ,tfl,r.“(a),tf+l, . . . ,t$), 
for all aeA. 
Since every tj” is an element of A, it is clear that the operations p& are translations of 
_YJ. On the other hand, if d is connected, then every element of A can be represented in 
the form t.&. Hence, Tr(&)= { p,d 1 ~ESP(C)} if d is a connected C-algebra. This 
means that the set of translations can be restricted by restricting the set of special trees 
defining them. By doing so, we obtain a class of algorithms which generalizes in 
a natural way the S-MERGE-family of Section 5.3 and which can be directly com- 
pared with the TAIL-family. 
For any construction % which forms for any finite C-tree language S a connected 
Z-recognizer, any RCM p : Sp(C)+ N, and any k go, we have the following inference 
algorithm. 
Algorithm T-MERGE@, ,u, k) 
(1) Read a finite set S of C-trees, the sample. 
(2) Following the algorithm %‘, construct a connected C-recognizer A ==(&, A’) of S. 
(3) Form the set F={p~Sp(C)l&)<k}. 
(4) Define an equivalence p on A by the condition 
a=b (p) iff (VpgF) (#(a&A’ o p”(b)EA’) (a,bEA). 
(5) Construct and return as output the generalized quotient A : p. 
(*F) 
The Z-tree language T(A :p) is denoted by T-MERGE(%?, ,u, k; S). 
The following facts are obvious generalizations of Lemma 5.7. 
Lemma 5.10. Let p: Sp(C)+N and v: Sp(C)-+N be RCMs, V an algorithm which 
constructs connected C-recognizers for$nite C-tree languages, and let S be u$nite set of 
C-trees. Then 
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(1) T-MERGE(%‘,p,O; S)?T-MERGE(%?,p, 1; S)Z . . . zS, 
(2) $ p < v, then T-MERGE@, p, k; S) c T-MERGE@, v, k; S) for all k >O, and 
(3) iffor some k, 
then T-MERGE@, p, k; S) = S. 
In order to generalize Proposition 5.9, we first prove the counterpart of Lemma 5.8. 
Lemma 5.11. Let A = (~2, A’) and B = (93, B’) be C-recognizers, cp : A --) B be an epimor- 
phism of C-recognizers, and F a set of special C-trees. Define the equivalences 8 and p on 
A and B, respectively, by the conditions 
and 
blob2 i. (VpeF) (pa(bI)EB’ 0 p”(b&B’) (b,, b,EB). 
Then e=p+‘, A:tIgB:p and T(A:O)= T(B:p). 
Proof. Again it suffices to show that B=pq. For doing this, we need the observation 
that if peSp(C) and aeA, then p”(a)rp=p”(acp). This can easily be verified by 
induction on p; in the induction step one needs the obvious fact that for any C-tree t, 
t&q= ta (which also follows from Lemma 4.3). For any aI,azEA, 
alea iff (VpeF) (pd(aI)EA’ o pd(a2)EA’) 
iff (V~EF) (pd(aI)cpcB’ o p~@‘(a,)a~B’) 
iff (V~EF) (pV(aIcp)~B’ o p8(a2cp)EB’) 
iff alcp-a2v (P) 
iff a,pVa2. 0 
Since the minimal C-recognizer of a regular Z-tree language S is an epimorphic 
image of any other connected C-recognizer of S, Lemma 5.11 means that the result of 
the T-MERGE-algorithm does not depend on the construction of the initial recog- 
nizer as long as the recognizer is connected. 
Proposition 5.12. Let p : Sp(C)-+N be an RCM, k>O, and let %? and 9 be any algo- 
rithms for constructing connected Z-recognizers for finite C-tree languages. Then 
T-MERGE@?, p, k) = T-MERGE(3, p, k), for any finite C-tree language S. 
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As an example, we apply a T-MERGE@?, ,u, k) algorithm to the sample S= (tl, tz, t3} 
considered in Section 5.2. Suppose %? constructs for each sample the canonical recog- 
nizer. The general definition of this notion will be given in Section 5.5, but here it 
suffices to know that the canonical recognizer of our S is a Z-recognizer with the state 
set {y, tl, tZ, t3,0}, where S is the set of final states, such that 
a&(?, t2)= t3, and 
c?‘(s, t) = 0 for all other argument values. 
If p = hg and k = 1, the set of special trees to be considered is F = (0 a(y, 0, a((, y)}. 
The condition (V~EF) (p”(a)~S o p”(b)~S) f or p-equivalence can be tested by 
forming for each state a the set F(a)= (~EF jp(a)~S}. Since 
F(Y)= (4~ <)>a(& Y)>, 
F(h)= {CO>, and 
F(O)=@, 
only states tl and t, are p-equivalent. The generalized quotient recognizer A :p = 
(&:P, {CtJ, CM)) has the state set {Crl, CtJ, CtJ, PI) and 
Y &:p= { CYI}, 
~d’P(CYI~ C~l)=(Chl~~ 
odzp(s, t)= { [0] > for all other argument values. 
Obviously, A: p is isomorphic to the recognizer obtained in Section 5.2 using the 
TAIL-method. 
Finally, we show how the algorithms TAIL@ k) may be regarded as state-merging 
methods, if we accept infinite free recognizers as initial recognizers. Let %? now be 
the algorithm which constructs for every finite set of C-trees S the free recognizer 
F, = (Y(C), S). Fix an RCM p : Sp(C)+ N, k B 0, and a finite sample of Z-trees S. 
We shall consider the equivalence 6(~, k; S) on T(C) formed by TAIL(p, k). Let 
F = {peSp(C) 1 p(p)< k}. Since this is the same F which is used in algorithm 
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T-MERGE(%?,p,k), and in the term algebra r(Z), py@)(t)=p(t) for any p~sp(C) 
and TV T(C), we have for any s, tE T(C), 
s-t (e(p,k;S)) iff s-‘Sl(~,k)=t-‘Sl(~,k) 
iff (tlp~F) (p(s)ES 0 p(t)ES) 
iff (VpEF) (p3@)(s)ES 0 py-(‘)(t)ES) 
iff spt, 
where p is the relation constructed in T-MERGE@‘, ,u, k). This shows that the families 
TAIL(p, k) and T-MERGE@?, p, k) lead to the same result. By Proposition 5.12 this 
also means that the result of TAIL(p, k) could be obtained also by using any 
algorithm T-MERGE(9, p, k), where CS is an algorithm constructing a finite connec- 
ted C-recognizer for the sample. 
5.5. Inference methods bused on the pumping lemma 
The pumping lemma expresses one of the most fundamental properties of regular 
languages, and it is a natural heuristic basis for inferring regular languages. For the 
use of the pumping lemma in the case of string languages the reader may consult [ 131 
or [19], for example. An attempt to apply similar ideas to trees can be found in [12] 
(reproduced also in [ 133). 
Here we shall consider an inference algorithm based on the pumping lemma as an 
example of the approach starting from an initial recognizer, but not belonging to the 
family of T-MERGE-algorithms. For this purpose we first present the pumping 
lemma for regular tree languages and define a tree version of the canonical recognizer 
of a sample. 
Let us define the powers p” (n 2 0) of a special C-tree p so that 
(1) p”=t, and 
(2) P ‘+l =p(p’) for any i>,O. 
The pumping lemma for regular tree languages can now be formulated as follows (cf. 
Clll). 
Lemma 5.13 (Pumping lemma). Let A be an n-state recognizer. Zf tE T(A) and hg(t) 2 n, 
then there are special C-trees p,q and a C-tree s such that 
(1) t =p(q(s)), 
(2) lx(q) 2 1, and 
(3) p(q’(s))E T(A) for all i = 0, 1,2.. 
We now define the canonical recognizer of a sample. Proposition 5.12 tells us that it 
can be used in all T-MERGE-algorithms, too. 
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Definition 5.14. Let S be a finite set of C-trees. The canonical recognizer Cs of S is the 
C-recognizer (zz&, S), where &s=(A,,Z) is the Z-algebra defined as follows: 
A,=sub(S)u{O), where 0 is a new symbol; 
for FCO, Y.&S= y if yEsub( and 
for GEC,, m>O and a,, . . ,a,EAs, 
b.~+Zlr...,um)= 
a(al, . . . ,a,) if a(~,, . . . . a&sub(S), and 
0 otherwise. 
It is obvious that for any C-tree t, tds= t if tEsub(S), and t&s=0 otherwise. This 
immediately implies the following fact. 
Lemma 5.15. For any jinite set S of C-trees, T(Cs)=S. 
The pumping lemma can be used in several ways as a guideline for extrapolating 
from a given sample S of C-trees. For example, one could decide that if p(s), p(q(s))ES 
for some p, q and s as in the pumping lemma, then the language to be inferred contains 
the whole set { p(qi(s)) 1 i>O}. The condition for including the set could be modified by 
requiring only that p(qi(s)),p(qj(s))ES for any two distinct values i,j>O. On the other 
hand, one could also require that S contains more than two trees of the form p(q’(s)). 
Different strategies could also be adopted for handling cases where the sample trees 
exhibit several indications of pumping, possibly in overlapping parts. In the following 
inference algorithm we have set such issues aside and simply observe all pairs p(s), 
p(q(s)) (ES). 
In order to interpret a pair p(s),p(q(s)) in terms of the canonical recognizer, we 
observe that in the proof of the pumping lemma the set (p(q’(s)) 1 i>O> results from 
the fact that q(s)“’ =s.~. This means that we should identify the states q(s) and s in C,. 
Let e(S) be the equivalence on As generated by the relation 
p(S)={(s, q(s))I@p(9, q+4> SET(C), (~PESP(C)) p(s),p(q(s))ES) 
We can now formulate an inference algorithm which uses this equivalence for the 
construction of a generalized quotient of C,. 
Algorithm PUMP 
(1) Read a finite set S of E-trees, the sample. 
(2) Construct the canonical recognizer C,. 
(3) Identify from the sample S each pair of trees p(s),p(q(s)) such that p, qeSp(Z), 
q #5 and SET(C). Form the relation p(S) and its equivalence closure e(S). 
(4) Construct and return as output the generalized quotient C,:e(S). 
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Let us denote by PUMP(S) the tree language T(C,:B(S)) inferred by the above 
algorithm. The following observations are quite immediate. 
Lemma 5.16. For any finite sample S of C-trees, the following hold: 
(1) S & PUMP(S). 
(2) Z..p(s),p(q(s))~S,for some p,@pW, 425 and SEW), then 
{ p(q’(s)) 1 i >O> G PUMP(S). 
In order to be able to predict PUMP(S) more precisely even if there are several 
pairs p(s), p(q(s)) in S, one should probably restrict the use of the merging rule in step 
(3) of PUMP. This step should also be refined for maximal efficiency. The computa- 
tional work could also be reduced by restricting somehow the complexity of the 
trees q. 
5.6. Comparison to related work 
In the literature a few methods based on the k-tail idea for inferring tree languages 
have been proposed. Let us consider some of them from our abstract point of view. 
The methods are described using the formalism and notation of this paper, and hence 
some adjustments had to be made. In some cases the original presentations are so 
informal, or even obscure, that we can only hope that our interpretations are correct. 
The first of such methods is perhaps the one presented by Brayer and Fu [4]. The 
definition of their algorithm is not quite clear, but the basic idea seems to be as 
follows. Given a finite sample S and a parameter value k 3 1, one first finds all subtrees 
of height <k which yield a sample tree when attached to a fixed leaf of some tree. This 
could be formalized by using special trees: for any special tree p which appears as the 
root part of a sample tree, one forms the set 
C,={tIp(t)G hg(t)<k}. 
The set C, is partitioned according to the root symbols of the trees. For each m 2 0 and 
fJ~Zn> one forms the set 
Cpa={(tl,...,tm)I~(tl,...,tm)ECP}. 
Each such set C,, is represented as a union of Cartesian products S1 x ... x S, in some 
optimal way (a computationally hard step!). A nonterminal ai of the regular tree 
grammar to be constructed is associated with each component Si, and there will be 
a production of the form apa-+c(aI, . . . , a,,,) for each such direct product S1 x ... x S,. 
A generalization of C, can then be generated from the nonterminals aPO (FEZ). 
Without going into further details of the method, we may conclude that the k-tail 
idea appears here in a modified form: if the method is reformulated as an algorithm for 
constructing nondeterministic tree recognizers, states are associated with possible sets 
of subtrees of limited height which may appear at a certain location. 
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The method of Levine [lS] uses a generalized form of derivatives. In algebraic 
terms, the generalization amounts to using general polynomials (cf. [6]; also called 
algebraic functions in [ 141) instead of translations. In fact, the “derivative of order m” 
(m> 1) of a C-tree language T with respect to a C-tree t consists of all polynomial 
symbols p with exactly m occurrences of the variable 5 such that pit. The 
k-bounded derivative of order m is then obtained by taking only the trees p of height 
k or less. Let us denote this set by t-* T 1 k. The well-known fact that Nerode 
congruences can be obtained also using polynomials (see [22,23], for example) 
provides theoretical legitimacy for the use of these derivatives. However, the algo- 
rithm itself seems to be based on a mistaken assumption which must be pointed out. 
In the algorithm given in [lS] (and reproduced in [19]), a relation 8 on the set 
sub(S) of subtrees of the sample S is defined so that for any s, tEsub(S), sot iff for some 
k and for some m, 
s-“Slk=t-“Slk, s-mSlk#{5} and s-“Slk#@. 
The continuation of the algorithm is based on the assumption that 8 is a “subtree- 
invariant equivalence”, i.e. a congruence, but obviously it is not necessarily even an 
equivalence relation. For example, if 
where CJEC, and LX, b, y, 6, ~EC,, then y@, because y- ‘S 11 = 6-rS 11, and My, because 
cY-~S 12 = qm2S 12, but y and q are not d-related. Hence, the relation 8 is not necessarily 
transitive. 
One natural way to correct this would be to reformulate the definition of 8 so that 
set iff SC”S I k = t-“S I k for some jixed k and for all m, with some modifications of the 
additional conditions. But then one could equally well abandom the derivatives of 
higher order and the algorithm would become an instance of our TAIL-scheme. 
The restricted derivatives used in the inference method proposed by Fukuda and 
Kamata [9] can be defined as follows. For any C-tree language S, any C-tree t and 
k>O, the k-follower set of t in S is the C-tree language 
9=(S,t,k)=(plpw’S, dp(p)<k}u{pIpclsub(S), dp(p)=k}. 
Using these sets an equivalence relation ylk on T(C) is defined: 
snkt iff F(S,s,k)=F(S,t,k) (s,t~T(iC)). 
Obviously, P(S, t, k) is nonempty iff &sub(S). The output of the inference method of 
Fukuda and Kamata is the generalized quotient Fs:qk. 
This method comes very close to being a concrete example of a TAIL-family 
algorithm in which the depth is used as the complexity measure for special trees. 
Actually, the only deviation from the general scheme is that also the proper subtrees of 
the sample trees are taken into account when derivatives are formed. Nevertheless, in 
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essence, Lemma 5.4 remains valid, as shown by the following lemma (the main 
contents of which comes from [9]). 
Lemma 5.17. Let S be a finite set of C-trees and let h=max(hg(t) 1 tES). Then 
(1) QJZr/,~~~3~~‘~~:s, 
(2) T(C)/u], = {sub(S), T(C)-sub(S)}, and 
(3) qk= zsjior all k>h. 
Hence, increasing values of the depth limit k give increasingly accurate upper 
approximations of the sample 
A later version of the algorithm presented by Kamata [16] fits perfectly into the 
general scheme of TAIL(p, k)-algorithms. In fact, Kamata’s k-tail method is exactly 
the algorithm TAIL(dp, k). Kamata also observes for his algorithm the facts (1) and (3) 
of Proposition 5.5. 
6. Concluding remarks 
We have constructed an algebraic framework for the inference of tree languages 
from finite samples, and we have proposed some general schemes of inference methods 
based on generalized quotient constructions. The general observations made in 
Section 5.1 show that the methods starting from free recognizers and finite initial 
recognizers give, at least in theory, the same results. This connection is further 
illustrated by the algorithm families TAIL and T-MERGE which are based on 
reasonable complexity measures. The selection of the initial recognizer may be 
arbitrary as shown by Proposition 5.12. Thus, the use of the canonical recognizer of 
the sample set is justified in all inference methods based on our generalized quotient 
approach. 
The algorithms presented in this paper have been rather abstract. It is clear that the 
efficient implementations and complexity analyses of these methods have to be 
considered in the future. Another important issue is the construction of characteriz- 
able inference methods for trees. Characterizability means that the result of the 
inference is some predictable member of some subclass of the regular tree languages. 
There exist already a few characterizing methods for string languages (cf. [l, 21, 20, 
lo]), but for tree languages [17] seems to contain the first inference algorithm of this 
kind. 
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